Homophone Worksheet 1.5

Here are 10 sentences that contain pairs or groups of homophones when completed. You need to work out which homophone should go in each space in order for the sentence to make sense.

1. _______________ favorite TV show starts in an _______________.
   
   **Words to use:** hour / our

2. He realized that he’d finally caught a _______________ fish, so he tried to _______________ it in.
   
   **Words to use:** real / reel

3. I don't know _______________ the _______________ is meant to be good or bad today.
   
   **Words to use:** weather / whether

4. The truck driver _______________ a couple of cyclists before driving _______________ a parked RV.
   
   **Words to use:** passed / past

5. "_____________ on _______________ own if you want to go on the rollercoaster!" said one friend to the other.
   
   **Words to use:** your / you’re

6. The golfers had time to drink some sweet _______________ before it was their _______________ time.
   
   **Words to use:** tea / tee

7. The beauty queen said her favorite food was a _______________ of pie and that she’d like to see world _______________.
   
   **Words to use:** peace / piece

8. The mother let out a _______________ when she realized her child was now fully _______________ and off to college.
   
   **Words to use:** groan / grown

9. The _______________ ate a _______________ of corn.
   
   **Words to use:** kernel / colonel

10. _______________ be walking down the _______________ on my wedding day.
    
    **Words to use:** aisle / I’ll
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Homophone Worksheet 1.5 – Answer Sheet

1. Our favorite TV show starts in an hour.

2. He realized that he'd finally caught a real fish, so he tried to reel it in.

3. I don't know whether the weather is meant to be good or bad today.

4. The truck driver passed a couple of cyclists before driving past a parked RV.

5. "You're on your own if you want to go on the rollercoaster!" said one friend to the other.

6. The golfers had time to drink some sweet tea before it was their tee time.

7. The beauty queen said her favorite food was a piece of pie and that she'd like to see world peace.

8. The mother let out a groan when she realized her child was now fully grown and off to college.

9. The colonel ate a kernel of corn.

10. I'll be walking down the aisle on my wedding day.